
Hi, there it's Ali Katz with Eyes Wide Open. And today I want to talk about what you need to
understand about contracts before you ever sign another contract. And I want to start by saying
this, that when you receive a contract to sign, when you receive an agreement to sign, it is
critically important that you read that agreement. Do not ever again,

sign an agreement without reading it. It is one of the biggest mistakes that you can make in
business is to think that you can just sign an agreement. Oh, it's just standard practice. Oh, we
trust each other. I don't really need to read this agreement without actually reading it and
ensuring that you understand every single line of the agreement. So this is one of the biggest
eyes wide open tips that I can give you about being a great business owner about being an
adult in your life.

Do not sign the agreements without reading them. Now, what about those standard terms and
conditions are boilerplate agreements that you get. For example, I just had a moving company,
moved my office recently and you know, of course they gave me the agreement in triplicate that
I'm signing. I'm not talking about those kinds of agreements. I'm talking about the kinds of
agreements that are going to govern a relationship that you're going to have for an ongoing
period of time.

So for example, if I'm signing an agreement, just say, yes, you've moved mate, fine. That
agreement is covering a relationship that's done. We're not having an ongoing relationship, but if
I'm signing an agreement for a service that you're going to be providing to me, or even for a
consultation that I'm going to be receiving, that it's the very beginning of what is hopefully a
long-term relationship that agreement has to be read.

It has to be understood because it is laying the foundation for the beginning of a relationship
and how you do the beginning of that relationship is going to determine a lot about how that
relationship goes. And also what happens at the end of that relationship. And it is critically
important that you understand that all relationships that you enter into personal or business by
the way will come to an end.

And so how do you establish your agreements right from the beginning to prepare for that
eventuality? Well, you start by reading your agreements, you start by reading your agreements.
Now I'm going to take you through a few different agreements and show you what those
agreements look like. So that you can get used to reading agreements, because if you're not
used to reading agreements and you see an agreement,

it could actually cause your entire system to shut down so that you might be looking at the page
or on the screen that that agreement's on. And literally just feel completely blank because it
feels so foreign. It could feel like a foreign language. And so I'm going to take you through some
agreements just to start to get the context of agreements into your awareness as a language
that you can understand.



So I'm going to do that. Here's the other thing that I want to say before I do that though, before I
do that, is that before you work with anybody, meaning before you pay anybody who is providing
you a service in your business, before you let anybody into your backend systems, into your
slack channel, into your WordPress site or your Squarespace site or your Wix site or into any of
your content in any way you get assigned agreement,

you get assigned agreement, whether they are coming on as an employee and independent
contractor, or they are hiring you to provide services to them critically important for your
business. And listen, I get it. I know how easy it is to want to skip that phase. So I want to just
get to work out. We don't need agreements, and especially if you don't have template or
standard agreements in place,

or maybe you don't have a lawyer you're walking with, I know how tempting it is to just skip that
part of the process that think it's going to be fine, but this is one of the biggest places that you
leave yourself at risk in your business and it's unnecessary. And when it does bite you in the
butt and it will. And let me just say that it will bite you in the butt.

It will be extremely expensive. So learn how to read agreements, make sure you read every
agreement before you sign it. Ideally, ideally have a relationship with a lawyer, a trusted advisor,
lawyer, a family business lawyer, a personal family lawyer that is able to review your
agreements before you sign them, who understands you and your business and what you're
trying to do.

So that has context for those agreements and can review them, sign off on them, tell you, yep,
go ahead and sign this. Or Nope, this provision is confusing or missing and get confident with
agreements. Get your template standard agreements in place for hiring and for getting hired.
Okay. So what I'm going to do now is I'm going to take you into an agreement or a few
agreements to start to get you comfortable with agreements.

And my dog came to be with us through that process. And I'll see you in the agreements. All
right, here we are in the first agreement that I wanted to go over with you today, which is a
confidentiality agreement. And this agreement was actually given to me and Rob our CFO at
eyes wide open to the request to sign it prior to engaging in our Lyft business breakthrough
session.

So during our lift business breakthrough session, Rob and I will go into a business, owner's take
a look at how they are organized and determine whether we can help the business owner to
significantly up-level their legal insurance, financial tax systems, and therefore create systems
that allow the business owner to grow with more, ease with more grace, with more awareness,
clarity,

all of that more and really up level their leadership by us coming in and providing a financial
roadmap and dashboard or CEO and CFO services to support the business owner and the team



that the business owner is building perhaps for the first time. So all that to say, we do like to look
at a lot of information about the business before that lift business breakthrough session.

And one of the personal active clients that we were working with said, would you sign a NDA
non-disclosure agreement? And we said, sure, now I do want to say something about signing
non-disclosure agreements. It's very important for you to know which is that you don't always
buy road. Just want to sign NDA agreements every time that they're asked for nor do you
always want to be asking prospective investors or vendors to sign NDAs.

And the reason that is is because NDAs can get you in trouble. If it turns out that you are going
to be providing a competing service, for example, then you don't want to sign an NDA because
in the event that you end up not working together in the event that you ended up not working
together, and I'm going to come off of the screen share for this,

because I think it's too important for me not to speak to you directly about it. If you end up not
working together on the matter that you are exploring together, and then you go out and you
create a competing service or a competing product, and there's an NDA that you've signed well,
you could be at risk. You could absolutely without question, be at risk for violating that
non-disclosure agreement,

right? So you don't just sign an NDA without thinking about it. You don't just ask everybody to
sign an NDA, right? But inappropriate circumstances, you can sign an NDA. And this was one of
those because we knew we were not going to be doing the same business at all, that this client
of ours or perspective plan of ours is doing.

And so we reviewed the NDA. We saw that this is not a business that we were going to be in
ourselves, selling coffee and coffee blends. And then I'd read the agreement in depth to just
ensure that it would not prevent me from doing anything in my business, going forward that I
needed to do so, just so you are totally clear about agreements.

And so that you start to get used to reading agreements, generally at the top of the agreement,
there's going to be a name of the agreement, and there's going to be a date of the agreement.
And then the agreement is going to indicate who the agreement is between who are the parties
to the agreement, and it's going to give them names, right?

So that's all that this is doing is saying that anytime that this agreement says the company, it is
going to refer to the company that has provided the agreement. And anytime that this
agreement says the contractor, it will refer to eyes wide, open our company, Alexis Neely, me
and Robert Kandell our CFO. And so you're always, or typically going to see that at the top of
agreements.

So here's another agreement in here. This is our eyes wide open, a template agreement for
hiring contractors. Again, we have the title of the agreement. We have the date of the



agreement and we have the identification as company and a contractor. These are called the
parties to the agreement, and let's see if we have it in this one as well.

Okay. So here's a simple agreement for provision of services. So here, we've got the company
and we've got the contractor and there'll be identified within this contract. Now, one thing to note
here is that sometimes the agreement will want the address of the company and the address of
the contractor. It's not required for you to include that, just so you know,

it can help for identification purposes, but it is not required. Okay. Then next, generally, you're
going to find recitals. Recitals are just saying, what is the agreement about, okay, so this is
giving the description of the company and it is saying, why are we entering into this agreement?
Why are we entering into these agreements? And you just want to read that and see if the Y is
in agreement with what you believe to be true,

right? In this case, we don't have a while that we know that the Y is, it is an agreement for
services to be provided. And we just want to make sure that everything is as clear as possible in
the agreement, right? So that if you're reading it later after the fact, you know exactly why the
contract or the agreement was entered into,

and everything is as clear as possible, because when you end up in a court situation, right, and
where are you ended up in a conflict that cannot be handled without court is where you go back
to look at the written agreement and you don't understand what the parties work reading to. And
so, you know, anywhere that you see blanks here that need to be filled in,

you want to read that through the lens of, I likely to be able to understand this later, when we
don't agree about something. Okay. So anytime that you see a term in quotes like this, it means
that there is going to be a need to be a definition of that term. A definition of that term, it means
that the contract,

the agreement, the written agreement is making that into what's called basically a term of the
agreement that needs to be defined in the agreement. Okay. And so you can look for that
definition in the agreement now, in an agreement like this, where we've got all of the numbered
paragraphs straight through, there's no attachments, that's one way to create an agreement.

And another way to create an agreement is like on this template agreement for hiring
contractors, we've got this agreement with all of the customizable provisions. And then what we
have is standard terms and conditions attached as a schedule incorporated by reference. So
what that means is that this schedule schedule one, the terms and conditions. This schedule is
a template, for example,

that you're going to provide to every independent contractor that you bring into your company.
You're not going to be changing these terms and conditions typically, unless they get negotiated
for some reason, because a contractor comes in and says, well, I see that, you know, you'll pay
me a commission of 15% and fight, you know, capitalize on any of our relationships.



I want to change that to 20%, that can be negotiated, of course, but these are the standard
terms of conditions, terms, and conditions that are given to every contractor. So those are
attached and incorporated by reference, they are part of the agreement, Hey, you need to
understand those as well. But these are the terms and conditions that are modified for each
independent contractor,

Right? Some of the other provisions that you want to be making sure are in every agreement
that you are looking at is what is the term of the agreement? What is the term of the agreement?
And so in this case, we can look to see what the term of the agreement is and how long, what
that means is how long does this agreement last?

How long does this agreement last? How long is it going to be for usually that's at the top of the
agreement contractor. That's us agrees that during the confidential relationship and for two
years afterward, that's the term for the restricted period. We will not try to solicit or poach,
basically any of the team members that are working for the company, right?

So if we meet team members or stockholders, employees, managers, members, anything
through this company for two years, we're not going to try to get them to work with us instead of
with the company. And you can look and see how long does that last, right? So we want to
make sure that we understand the length of the agreement. And in this case for this
independent contractor agreement,

the term is going to be written in, right? The term is going to be written in. So you're always
going to want to look at the term, how long has the agreement. You also want to see if there are
any provisions that provide for the ability to modify the agreement. What happens if things
change? What happens if the agreement needs to change?

Is there, are there provisions for that, then you also want to look at this provision that often it
says survival, survival of the agreement, right? How, how long will the agreement survive after
the agreement is terminated? If there is a termination provision, how long will the agreement
survive and which provisions of the agreement will survive? Always, always,

always look at the governing law for the agreement. The governing law for the agreement is
which state's laws are going to apply to the agreement. And what that means is that if you are in
a situation where you have to go to court about the agreement, where is that lawsuit going to be
filed? So I'm in Colorado, let's say that I am working with a client or a vendor in New York city.

And we sign an agreement and New York law applies to that agreement. I may not be able to
bring a lawsuit in Colorado. I may have to hire a lawyer in New York or go to New York to bring a
lawsuit on that agreement on a breach of that agreement or to collect on that agreement. So
you always want to look at what is the governing law,



what is the jurisdiction and venue? Right? So governing law is which states law will apply. If
there's a conflict between two state laws on a particular point, which states law will apply. And
then the jurisdiction and venue is where my going to be able to bring a lawsuit. If I need to bring
a lawsuit, how can we amend and wave or waive the terms of the agreement is a writing
required?

And if so, how does that writing happen? Can it happen by email text? Does it have to be in
actual writing on paper, signed by both parties? How does that happen? And can the agreement
be assigned? Can we agree with the assigned to any other parties? Also, something important
to look at now, a lot of the rest of these provisions notice how his notice given severability,

if one of the provisions in the S in this agreement is illegal or unenforceable, we'll do other
provisions apply captions and headings counterparts. These are boiler plate terms in, in most
agreements. And it is useful for you to know that they are there and ensure that nothing was
shoved in there that you're unaware of that is actually going to hurt you. So yes,

you'll read every provision, right? Even the standard terms and conditions. You read it, you
make sure you understand what it says now, know that in our agreement here, this independent
contractor agreement that we provide to you, we also have provisions for how disputes are
handled. How are disputes handled? What if we have a dispute about this agreement is a
lawsuit filed right off the bat,

or is mediation required, or is arbitration required before litigation can be filed before a lawsuit?
How are costs handled for mediation for arbitration? How are attorney's fees handled? Right?
So we have costs. We have costs of arbitrators costs of mediators costs of the lawsuit. What
about our attorney's fees? How are those handled? Now, those provisions are not in this
agreement,

in this confidentiality and assignment agreement. And so before I distribute this as a template
agreement, I would include in conflict resolution provisions, because I think every agreement
needs to have conflict resolution provisions as well. Okay. So that is how to read an agreement,
what to be looking for in an agreement. And I really want to encourage you to have a
relationship with a trusted advisor who is reviewing your agreements before you sign them,

who is going to be able to identify what you might not be able to, because you're so close to the
matters that you're engaged in as might be missing from your agreements and in every single
case, make sure that you are reading agreements before you sign the agreements and that you
understand what they say before you sign on the dotted line. That is what it means to be eyes
wide,

open in life and business. Okay. I hope you found that walk through of the legal agreements
helpful so that you know exactly what to look for before signing any legal agreement before
providing any legal agreement to a client or a vendor or an employee so that you can have the
best chance of success in your relationships. And if you already have the lift foundation system,



you could just come on it into eyes wide, open the membership and get access to all of those
legal templates. Ask your questions on our group coaching calls or in our forum and get the
support that you need to have the right agreements in place. So I look forward to seeing you
there in eyesight, open the membership. This is Ali Katz. Bye for now.


